Long-term dual antiplatelet therapy and concomitant optimal medical therapy following percutaneous coronary intervention
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The dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) consisting of aspirin and a P2Y12 inhibitor exerts protection against ischemic myocardial recurrences. During last two decades, DAPT has become the mainstay for treating patients with coronary artery disease (CAD) undergoing percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), following the initial demonstration that DAPT was superior to anticoagulant therapy in these patients. Initially, and for many years, DAPT was prescribed for 2 to 6 months after PCI in important trials of stent implantation leading to the approval of early-generation drug-eluting stents (DES) by the US Food and Drug Administration. However, the subsequent increasing safety concerns related to the potential occurrence of late and very late stent thrombosis (ST) after implantation of early-generation DES lead to the recommendation of prolonging DAPT to 12 months by the American guidelines (1).

On this background, different studies have specifically investigated the comparison of different DAPT regimens after PCI and the optimal duration of DAPT still remains matter of discussion (2-9).

From one hand, some trials explored the effects of a short DAPT regimen (3 to 6 months) compared with 12 months DAPT supporting that such approach is as effective and safer being associated with similar ischemic events but reduced risk of bleeding. In patients with clinical characteristics such as to be considered at high bleeding risk, a 1-month DAPT was also found to be safe and effective after new-generation DES (10,11). On the other hand, other trials, consisting mainly of patients treated with elective DES implantation, compared prolonged DAPT (total therapy duration: 18 to 48 months) with 6 to 12 months of DAPT to determine whether extended therapy reduces late and very late stent thrombosis and prevents ischemic events associated with disease progression and plaque rupture at other nonstented sites. The majority of these trials (PRODIGY, ITALIC, DES-LATE, OPTIDUAL, ARCTIC Interruption) did not support the hypothesized benefits of DAPT prolongation, rather underlying concerns in terms of bleeding events (8,9,12). In contrast, the largest of these trials, the DAPT study, found that prolonging DAPT was associated with reduction of ischemic events, although this was mainly proven for the larger population of patients receiving DES implantation (n=9,961) rather than in those receiving a bare metal stent (n=1,687) (13,14). In the DAPT study, patients treated with DES or BMS implantation who received DAPT for 12 months and were without ischemic or bleeding events during this period were randomized to an additional 18 months of DAPT or to aspirin monotherapy. In the overall cohort and in the DES subgroup, extended DAPT resulted in a significant reduction in very late ST, myocardial infarction (MI), major adverse cardiac and cerebrovascular events (MACCE defined as death or MI or stroke), and increased risk of moderate or severe bleeding. In the patients receiving BMS, the DAPT prolongation did
not reduce significantly ischemic outcomes but increased bleeding events, however, it should be noted that there was no significant interaction between subgroups (DES and BMS) and the BMS subset may have been underpowered to identify such differences (14).

Some have hypothesized that “the longer, the better”, however, this remains a matter of ongoing debate with many concerns on this approach. Indeed, a major issue that emerged from the DAPT study was the increase of non-cardiovascular mortality observed in patients prolonging DAPT and subsequently this was further confirmed in meta-analyses (5,8,9,13).

The large body of contrasting evidence accumulated during last years on the optimal duration of DAPT after stent implantation has led to growing discussion. Currently, the common consensus among opinion leaders is that there is no “one size fits all” approach and no common rule for the duration of DAPT after implantation of coronary stents (4,5,15). Consequently, a tailored approach may be advisable, wherein the personalized risks of ischemic versus bleeding events are carefully considered for each patient. A realistic estimation of the long-term ischemic and bleeding risk in each patient undergoing PCI is of paramount importance to tailor the optimal DAPT duration.

Accordingly, DAPT prolongation after the mandatory period seems to be more appropriate in patients at high risk for ischemic events but with relatively low risk of bleeding. In opposite, a 3- to 6-month DAPT regimen may be the ideal approach for patients with increased risk of bleeding based on the relatively high incidence of late bleeding events during DAPT therapy with harmful effect on survival. A shorter DAPT (i.e., 1-month) has been found to be safe and effective in patients with high risk of bleeding (i.e., elderly, need for oral anticoagulation, need for major noncardiac surgery, severe anemia, history of bleeding or transfusion, non-skin cancer, renal failure, severe liver disease, thrombocytopenia, planned long-term use of steroids or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs). Thus, there is a great interest in exploring specific clinical conditions that can identify patients in whom the benefit-risk ratio could be in favor or disfavor of DAPT continuation. Some subgroups have shown to benefit from extending DAPT due to their increased ischemic risk, such as patients with ACS at presentation (16), prior myocardial infarction (17), peripheral arterial disease (18) or those with multivessel disease or complex lesions (19,20). On the contrary, other conditions, such as diabetes (21), gender (22,23), chronic kidney disease (24), and elderly patients (25) did not emerge to be per se relevant drivers of the DAPT prolongation.

In line with the strategy to search for factors helping to individualize the optimal DAPT regimen patient-by-patient, Resor and colleagues recently investigated the impact of optimal medical therapy (OMT) on the treatment effect of DAPT (26). This analysis was conducted in the setting of all patients enrolled in the randomized DAPT study, including those treated with DES or BMS.

OMT was defined at the time of randomization as a combination of any dose statin, β-blocker, and ACE inhibitor/ARB use in patients with class I indication for each medication in agreement with American guidelines: (I) statin: all patients were considered to have an indication; (II) β-blocker: reduced ejection fraction, congestive heart failure, previous MI or ACS; (III) ACE inhibitor/ARB: hypertension, diabetes mellitus, reduced ejection fraction, or chronic kidney disease (26).

The overall finding of the study that DAPT prolongation provided ischemic benefits at the cost of increased bleeding was confirmed irrespective of OMT status, therefore, this analysis suggested that the decision to continue or interrupt DAPT beyond 12 months should not be based on the OMT.

OMT is recommended in patients with CAD due to the evidence of being associated with decrease of ischemic events and death. However, it is unknown whether the reduced risk in OMT patients may be also associated with a reduced or ischemic benefit related to prolongation of DAPT exposing thus the patient only to the increased bleeding risk related to such a strategy. The present subanalysis of the DAPT study seems to support the concept that there is no interaction between OMT and DAPT, rather suggesting that they may act synergistically through different mechanisms in order to reduce ischemic events (26). The authors also explored predictors of being or not on OMT and found that younger patients or those presenting with ACS or receiving clopidogrel instead of prasugrel were associated with higher rates of OMT. It is, however, an important concern that delicate categories such as patients with previous MI, previous PCI, renal insufficiency or hypertension more frequently were associated with lower rates of OMT. Although potentially interesting, these observations may have been related, at least in part, to different regional patterns of drug management, indeed, suboptimal OMT was mainly observed in North America compared with other sites.

The study is interesting, original, well conducted,
includes a large number of patients, and almost complete data on concomitant medication.

The findings, however, require some important considerations to allow an appropriate interpretation:

- First, the study was not prespecified and should be considered hypothesis-generating only;
- Second, OMT was a binary definition and the two groups (on OMT and off OMT) were attributed on the basis of therapy at enrollment, but OMT status is actually dynamic and in individual patients may have been modified throughout the study;
- Third, the definition of OMT status was performed without considering real reasons for not assuming a specific drug (contraindication, allergy, etc.) or taking into account lipid and blood pressure levels (did patients defined to be on OMT really reach the recommended targets for OMT?) or the dosage of drugs (i.e., this is particularly relevant for patients with reduced ejection fraction and indication to b-blockers);
- Fourth, the impact of OMT was only tested for the period of randomized treatment to DAPT versus aspirin alone between 18−30 months. In the DAPT analysis restricted to DES implantation, an important rebound effect was observed after DAPT interruption from 30 to 33 months and it would be interesting to know if OMT did not play a relevant role also in this phenomenon;
- Finally, there was a selective reporting of outcomes. Although mortality, stent thrombosis and stroke outcomes were included in the MACCE, they were not individually reported, thus a potential interaction of OMT status with these endpoints cannot be excluded. Especially in the DAPT study, all-cause mortality has emerged as an important and debated issue in the group of patients receiving DAPT prolongation and it would be interesting if this outcome had been reported. Indeed, we do not know whether OMT would have mitigated or not the increased risk of mortality described in those patients.

OMT represents a crucial but often underestimated aspect of post-procedural PCI care (26,27). The control of multiple cardiovascular risk factors decreases the incidence of cardiovascular events (27,28). OMT is a broad term that includes specific pharmacotherapy to control arterial hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and chronic hyperglycemia as well as the control of lifestyle risk factors (weight loss, smoking cessation, dietary regimen, exercise, and life rhythms). Importantly, the European Society of Cardiology guidelines highlighted that OMT should not be considered an alternative but a synergistic approach to revascularization (28).

In our opinion, from a practical point of view, the most relevant and also worrisome aspect emerged from this study, irrespective of DAPT regimen, and confirming other previous evidence, is the suboptimal frequency of OMT, indeed, approximately 37% of patients were not on OMT. Importantly, this appears to be even more alarming when we consider that the patients enrolled in the DAPT study represented a selected population of patients that were assumed to be at low risk of altered adherence to medical therapy; indeed, 12 months after PCI, only patients event-free and with appropriate compliance to thienopyridine therapy (defined as having taken 80% to 120% of the drug without stopping it for >14 days) were eligible for randomization. Although adherence to therapy was not assessed individually in each group, the overall good adherence of the enrolled patients to the medical treatment was confirmed by consistency of the rates of patients assuming statin, β-blocker, ACEi/ARB and OMT at randomization (12 months after PCI) and at end of the study (30 months after PCI). We may therefore assume that the rates of those without OMT in real practice might be much higher, which should raise a red flag for all practitioners. Notably, patients without OMT had higher rates of MI, MACCE and moderate or severe bleeding compared with patients on OMT. Therefore, given that the proportion of patients not on OMT still remains large, this study underlines a major unmet need in current practice: more and more organized efforts are needed to increase adherence and adherence awareness in our community and within our patients.

The real challenge in the 21-century seems to be finding ways to let the community apply established evidence even more than identifying new treatment venues.
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